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The Safety Scorecard:
How to Take Your Safety Program to the Next Level
Some organizations save $3 for every $1 spent on safety. By properly implementing a
safety management system, you can enhance productivity, profit, and competitive
advantage.
Safe and Secure Travels:
Why Jean and Aisle Seats are Poor Choices
There are no guarantees for TOTALLY safe travel. However, you can reduce the risks
of becoming a victim. From the homemaker in the community to the international roadwarrior…all will benefit from this informative presentation, peppered with humor.
Beyond the Bend in the Road:
Managing Crises Before They Happen
We are living in unprecedented times. In this uncertain world, “It’s Better to be Safe
than Sorry.” Reduce your risks at work by planning for the unexpected.
CEO’s Blueprint for Building a Safety Culture
Motivated senior managers must be committed to creating a safety environment. The
CEO holds the key to turn this process “on.”
Behavioral Safety: Strategies to
Promote Safe Behavior and Reduce Injuries and Costs
In the 21st century, promoting “safe behavior” will be the critical element to any
successful safety program. New methods gain greater success and employee buy-in.
Fear Less and Live More
In a world that seems full of uncertainty, we can allow ourselves to be victims or we can
take control of our lives. Learn a 3-step process to create a positive environment, which
leads to better mental and physical health

"Your one tip on controlling workers' compensation costs will help our company save
thousands of dollars. All the rest of your speech was a bonus. THANKS!!!"
--M. Randolph, Manager, Harris Corporation
"I only wish I had more time with Dr. Perry; my level of knowledge has increased
exponentially."
--K. Gregory, International Manager, Coca-Cola
"You made the information come alive with the examples you
used. You provided solutions to the same problems I deal with
at work."
--G. Creek, Branch Manager, Charles Schwab
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